We present a systematic method to express all su(N ) invariant tensors in terms of forests i.e. products of tree tensors.
Introduction
It is a well known fact that in a simple Lie algebra of rank r there are exactly r independent Casimir invariants. This causes a direct restriction on algebra of su(N) tensors since naively one could produce an infinite amount of invariants by contracting d,f tensors. The Cayley-Hamilton theorem which is the reason of why higher Casimir invariants are dependant on the first r ones clearly gives additional d ijk tensor identities. The systematic, computer friendly, approach to obtain these formulas was presented by Sudbery [1] . One may also define matrices [F i ] jk = f ijk , F = a i F i , a i ∈ C and use Cayley-Hamiton equation to obtain analogous identities for f ijk which was elaborated in details in [2] . In this paper we will use a geometrical approach to find formulas on su(N ) loop tensors in term of su(N ) tree tensors. In this way we give a recursive method which allows to express any su(N) invariant tensor in terms of basic ones i.e. forests ( products of trees ). In section 3 we prove several lemmas and eventually the main result. In section 4 we present a few examples to give the insight into the method.
We will use the following conventions
where λ i 's are su(N ) generators in fundamental representation and d ijk , f ijk are complectly symmetric/antisymmetric structure tensors. Multiplication law (1) together with Jacobi identities for λ i 's give identities known long time ago [3] . We will make a special use of
and
Bird tracks
In order to grasp the variety of all possible invariant tensors it is helpful to introduce the diagrammatic notation for d and f tensors (figure 1). Each leg corresponds to one index and summing over any two indices is simply gluing appropriate legs. This notation is very convenient because now any tensor may be represented by a graph. 
Loop reduction
This section consists of several lemmas and eventually a theorem which gives a computational method for expressing loops by trees. The last identity means that we can "move" f tensor along the loop producing a smaller tree loop. Eventually such f tensor will "meet" another f tensor ( if there is another one in the loop ) and one can use ( * ) again to get rid of f tensors. This procedure stops on d loops or 1f loops. Proof. According to Corollary 1 it is sufficient to consider tree diagrams. With help of (1) we have
hance Corollary 2 follows by induction .
Examples
Below we give su(N ) formulae for the lowest d loops i.e. triangles, squares and pentagons. The identities for triangles and squares are already in the literature in [3] and [5] respectively. However to the knowledge of the author these identities are missing for pentagons and higher loops. The results are The last identity in standard notation is
It should be noted that all these identities have been verified in Mathematica with perfect agreement.
Summary
The aim of this paper was to give a systematic approach to compute loop tensors. The reason of doing so lies in the analysis of systems based on su(N ) group. In fact the author came across this problem while studying supersymmetric Yang-Mills quantum mechanics for arbitrary N and large N limit [7, 8] . This issues will be published elsewhere. The method agrees with recent results [2] where the problem was solved via characteristic equation for F matrices. Let us note that it is a laborious task to obtain this equation for arbitrary su(N ) therefore a big loop diagram for large N is in general difficult to reduce. In diagrammatic approach this problem does not exist since we make no use of characteristic equation. Indeed lemmas presented here are so simple that one could write a computer program for arbitrary loop reduction. What is even more remarkable is that the derivation of our result is based only on Jacobi identities and multiplication law (1). We did not use the relations derived by Sudbery [1] although it is evident that one may contract his formulas with eg. d ijk providing a constraint on a d loop.
The diagrammatic method may be applied to arbitrary Lie algebra. However since the multiplication rule (1) is different in other cases than su(N ) we expect the conclusions to be deferent. Indeed in g 2 case the situation is so different that the simplest triangle d loop is not proportional to d ijk tensor [6] .
Finely let us note that the method [2] gives no information about lower degree traces (eg. T r(F 4 ),T r(F 6 ),T r(F 8 ),T r(F 10 ) in su(5) cannot be written as polynomials in lower degree traces). One may however apply different arguments [5] to derive formulae for four-fold traces. Our results also agree with them. Unfortunately these arguments get more complicated while analyzing bigger loops.
